
It became clear that the various economic operators in Europe are struggling to understand,

evaluate, implement, and fulfil the stricter requirements imposed by the new legislative

framework in Europe. This partnership is formed to offer an add-value to the interested

parties by providing key services. With the new regulations in Europe, authorized

representatives are gaining more obligations, legal responsibilities, and liability. They are

becoming key players in the holistic conformity assessment process and this is not limited to

the EU Member states but also in other jurisdictions such as the UK and Switzerland. The

cooperation between the two firms offers customers the opportunity to benefit from

QUNIQUE’s consulting services and expertise in gap assessments, audits, compilation and

submission of technical documentation, communication with notified bodies and authorities,

and practical tools on the one hand. On the other hand, they will benefit from Obelis’

valuable experience and global footprint as an authorized representative. 

To ensure more customer oriented solutions, both partners will put together an annual training

program which includes , webinars and other educational activities to their respective

stakeholders to address regulatory issues and novelties with the objective to raise awareness

and provide guidelines on the MDR, IVDR, the relevant implementation rules and guidance

documents.

QUNIQUE AND OBELIS GROUP FORM

Strategic Partnership

Expanded Partnership with Continued Focus on Customer Value Proposition

About QUNIQUE Group

Wohlen, Switzerland, November 3, 2020 - QUNIQUE and Obelis are announcing their

strategic partnership, in which they will be cooperating with the aim of sharing competence

and knowledge to the various stakeholders involved in the implementation of the EU medical

device and in-vitro diagnostic device regulations.

QUNIQUE is a consultancy organization which

is specialized in developing tailored concepts

and solutions to support, maintain and improve

the compliance of companies in the medical,

in-vitro diagnostic and combination device

sectors. For more information, visit:

www.quniquegroup.com

About Obelis Group
Obelis is a quality driven, service-oriented

company based in Brussels, Belgium with over 30

years of experience in regulatory affairs. Obelis

operates as one of the largest regulatory centres

in Europe today providing Authorized

Representative (EC REP) services. For more

information, visit: www.obelis.net/services


